the power of

■ research

illusion
Recently, British researchers stumbled upon a way to reduce arthritis

pain through video illusions, adding to existing evidence that suggests that
the key to relieving chronic pain resides in the brain. Dr. Tasha Stanton,
a Canadian researcher in Australia, believes the discovery could
someday play a role in relieving SCI neuropathic pain.

At SCI BC, we try to feature pain research in The Spin

are thinking about chronic pain—pain that is persistent

for two reasons. First, pain is a top issue for people with

for long periods of time. The discovery revolves around

SCI, and in a world that often seems to be obsessed with
“cure” research, we believe it’s important to generate
more support for SCI pain research and the researchers
involved in it. Second, we believe we have an obligation

down to see their hand, they see a real-time video im-

neuropathic pain—informed of any new developments in

appears to be in the same location as their actual hand,

-

which is hidden below the mirror.

view of fascinating research, but we want to make this
disclaimer: it’s not going to lead to any type of treatment
-

or breakthrough in the short term. We do, however, believe
the longer term implications are important.

sistant sitting on the opposite side of the device applies

M

University’s School of Psychology. He believed the

Fleming left a culture plate smeared with Staphylococ-

device would help him study the way our brains put

cus bacteria on his University of London lab bench and

together what we see and feel happening to our bodies.

any of mankind’s greatest scientific and
medical discoveries have come via a combination of chance and astute observation.

This powerful bit of multi-sensory trickery was origin-

Of these, the discovery of antibiotics stands

went on vacation for two weeks. When he returned, he

-

discovered that the bacteria’s growth had been stopped

searchers were busy demonstrating the device to some

dead in its tracks by the arrival of a fungus. The fungus

school children. A grandmother of one of the students

was penicillin, and it and other antibiotics have been saving lives ever since.
old England has changed the way many researchers
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ing, and one even reported feeling
less pain weeks later.
Since that time, the researchers have been developing more
yond what they’re really hoping is
happening—that the brain can be

Along the way, they’ve generatmany researchers seeking to play
a complementary role and conthe researchers with a simple pro-

the participants reported immediate

tribute to this new and emerging
body of knowledge.

and almost a third reported that their

Among them is a transplanted Al-

whether she could take the machine

pain had completely disappeared. The

bertan who now lives and works in

home with her.

researchers also determined that the

-

illusion only worked when the painful

ton is a Canadian Institutes of Health

find out if the result could be repli-

part of the hands was being manipu-

-

cated. They recruited 20 volunteers,

lated. And follow-up suggested that, at

vestigates pain neuroscience at both

osteoarthritis and arthritic hand pain.

some staying power—some reported

the University of South Australia in
still feeling less pain as they were leav-
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Australia in Sydney.

There are many aspects to the
she focused her research interests on

-

the neuroscience behind chronic pain—

ous tests the results that have already

how the brain processes painful stimuli

been witnessed, and learning about

and decides something is painful, and
other factors that influence pain. In

The mismatch, says Stanton, may be
related to faulty ‘maps’ in the brain.
“Your brain has a map, or representation, of your entire body—this is how

the body that we can’t consciously con-

fact, much of her postdoc research focused on the use of illusions to evaluate

is relevant because people with certain

pain, these maps are altered. We’re not

the brain’s role in pain, as well as the

types of chronic pain have impaired

sure why—it may be from not moving

use of illusions as a targeted treatment

temperature control of the painful body

the body part very much or other more

for chronic pain. So when her super-

part. Stanton is enthusiastic about all

-

visor, Professor Lorimer Moseley, saw

-

mune system. The problem—and the

-

to understanding how illusions reduce

move. If you want to move your hand,

chronic pain.

the area of your brain that controls

pain—is thought to occur when we
fect opportunity for collaboration, with
Stanton taking the lead in Australia.

“In order to talk about how we might

movement activates, and then you ac-

think illusions work, we have to talk

tually move your hand. Importantly,

-

the movement centre makes a copy of
Stanton. “There are two main ‘brain’

that movement command and sends it

theories regarding why people have
on the device. When she returned,

chronic pain. The first relates to a
problem with our brain getting faulty

so that she and her colleagues would

information. With this theory, when dif-

to be.’ However, if the movement com-

have hands-on access to the device and

ferent parts of the brain talk to each

mand centre based its information on

begin actively collaborating with New-

other, one part has faulty information

the faulty brain maps, then where you

port and his team in England.

and one has correct information. And
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it actually is. It’s thought that this in-

our brain’s ability to produce pain. Or

we’re trying to avoid having the brain

because our vision is giving us ‘faulty’
She adds that illusions may work by

information about our hand, perhaps

So where does SCI come into the

temporarily ‘re-setting’ those faulty

our brain disregards all the incoming

picture? Stanton and her colleagues

brain maps so that, suddenly, where

information from the hand because it

believe that SCI neuropathic pain at or

can’t be trusted, and thus the threat
it actually is. “Many people with

value is reduced, and pain is also re-

an ideal model of chronic pain to study

osteoarthritis respond best to the il-

duced. Yet another possibility is that

with illusion-based research techniques.

stretched and then appear longer than
suggests that many people with osteo-

illusions may work because we may

“I think because SCI pain is so resist-

‘disown’ the body part involved—the

ant to various forms of treatment, both

vision doesn’t match how our hand

drugs and invasive surgeries, it makes

feels, so it must not be ours, so let’s

good sense to follow up avenues that

arthritis seem to perceive their hand as
smaller than it actually is, suggesting

aim to determine the role of the brain
Stanton concedes that illusions may

in maintaining and potentially generat-

that their brain maps for that hand are
altered. Thus the stretching illusion

paying less attention to the painful
body part and so pain decreases.

tered sensory information going to the

The second theory, says Stanton,

brain for the body parts below the level

relates to how our brain analyses in-

decrease pain in a painful hand even

coming information. “The brain’s role

if we did the illusion on a non-painful

is to interpret all the incoming informa-

-

of the lesion, which then likely results
There’s another reason why SCI
neuropathic pain could become a tar-

and then make a decision on whether

geted area of study: there’s already

or not this information warrants a pain

to be correct, Stanton and her col-

been some success testing the power

response in order to deflect further

leagues believe that control of chronic

of illusions for pain relief in people

damage—real or perceived—to that

pain lies in the brain, as do many other

with SCI. That work was done in 2006

body part. In other words, our brain

by none other than Professor Lorimer

evaluates how much threat something

aim is to target pain via rehabilitation

poses to us. In the case of chronic

strategies instead of pharmacological

-

role is to interpret incoming informa-

paraplegia. The participants sat with

tion and, at the end of the day, decide

their lower bodies concealed, facing a

Mosely, Stanton’s supervisor.

pain, we believe the brain is wrongly
assigning increased threat value to inIn this theory, brain maps are again

whether or not this information should
be painful. Thus, if we can target this

-

where information is coming from on

faulty analysis of incoming informa-

ticipant’s upper body and head, while a

our skin. However, to be able to move

tion—which one would argue is present

perfectly-aligned image of legs walking

around in the world, our brain also

in people with chronic pain—then we

has to know where our body part is in

One participant withdrew from the

space, in relation to our body. In order

She adds that it’s important to re-

to do this, our brain has to combine

member that targeting the brain

the information coming from our skin

isn’t about improving the pain

with information about the space sur-

ity to bear the pain better.

process. Perhaps illusions work by
giving us visual information that is

an improperly working nervmight argue that instead
of trying to get the

-

Dr. Tasha Stanton
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illusion was emotionally overpowering.

But for the four remaining participants,

SCI study wouldn’t be possible given

the results were quite dramatic. It was

the brain, and ultimately, development

found that ten minutes of watching

some adaptations that we can make that

this illusion decreased pain intensity

will allow us to apply similar type illu-

and duration compared to performing

sions without needing to use the whole

control activities—watching a funny

of a therapy or therapeutic device based
SCI and other causes.
“Even without the addition of the

comedy movie and performing guided

we don’t have any direct plans to follow

-

this up in SCI yet. The priority is more

have provided us with a unique op-

ity. Furthermore, repetition appeared

preliminary work to try to understand

portunity to understand and evaluate

minute training sessions, pain intensity

Stanton. “We’re in the early stages of
electroencephalography to measure
-

the total area of pain also decreased.
When he published his work, Mosely
conceded that there were many vari-

have high hopes that we will make great

search has the potential to ultimately
On a personal note, Stanton says
regardless of the source. In the short

her work down under is incredibly
gratifying. “To target pain in a body

the brain’s role in controlling chronic

part without really doing anything to

felt that the results warranted further

pain, which could prompt more funding

investigation. Stanton agrees, adding

and more research about how it does

she says. “And it opens the door for so

that. In the longer term, all of this could

many treatment possibilities if we can

lead to discovering how chronic pain for

■

ask the SPIN DOCTOR
Welcome to the first regular instalment of The Spin Doctor. In
each issue, we’ll ask one of our BC-based SCI medical experts
to address our peers’ most pressing medical issues. Our first

more even, which will hopefully allow you to have more consistent symptom control. For example, the half-life of baclofen is
about four hours, which is why it is typically prescribed to be

instalment is provided by Dr. Rhonda Willms, Medical Manager
of the Spinal Cord Injury Program at GF Strong Rehabilitation
Centre in Vancouver.

taken three or four times per day.
Tizanidine (Xanaflex) is another medication used to manage
spasticity. It has a drug interaction with another commonly prescribed antibiotic called ciprofloxacin (Cipro). These medications

Many people with SCI are prescribed
spasticity medication, and it’s important for these individuals to have a clear
understanding of how to manage this
medication for maximum benefit and
safety. Here are some tips on managing
your spasticity medication.
Baclofen, the most common spasticity medication, is metabolized (broken down) by your liver, and in some individuals it can
be irritating to the liver. Talk to your family physician about having your liver enzymes and liver function periodically checked
by a blood test. Typically, this would be done two to three times
per year.

should not be taken together as the ciprofloxacin will increase
the blood levels of tizanidine, making its side effects such as
fatigue or weakness much more pronounced.
Never suddenly stop your dose of baclofen. It works by mimicking an inhibitory neurotransmitter. In other words, it helps
to suppress the (overactive) nervous system. If you suddenly
take away suppression, the response is excitation. Excitation of
the nervous system can mean agitation, a sudden increase in
spasticity, confusion or even seizures. With this in mind, always
taper down your dose of baclofen gradually—you can ask your
physician for help in how to do that. And if you are admitted to
the hospital, make sure that your baclofen is ordered for you.

The “half-life” of any medication is the time that it takes your
body to metabolize half of the dose that you have taken. If you
take your medications in such a way that all of the medicine is

Got a question for The Spin Doctor? Email it to Brad Jacobsen,
our SCI BC Peer Program Coordinator (bjacobsen@sci-bc.ca),
who will recruit the most appropriate SCI expert to provide an

out of your system before you take the next dose, your blood
levels of the medication are on a bit of a roller coaster. Taking
your medications as directed will help to keep the blood levels

answer. Remember, the advice provided is general in nature and
is not intended to replace advice specific to your personal situation provided by your family physician or SCI specialist.
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